### BUILD YOUR PERFECT ROOM

#### CHOOSE A PLATFORM

1. **Small**
   - Up to 6 people
   - **MeetUp**
     - Add 1 expansion mic
     - Logi P/N 960-001101
     - Dell P/N A9754712

2. **Medium**
   - Up to 12 people
   - **Rally Bar Mini**
     - Up to 3 mic pods
     - Logi P/N 960-001336
     - Dell P/N AB600676

3. **Large**
   - Up to 20 people
   - **Rally Bar**
     - Up to 4 mic pods
     - Logi P/N 960-001308
     - Dell P/N AB489648

4. **Extra Large**
   - 20+
   - **Rally Plus**
     - Up to 7 mic pods
     - Logi P/N 960-001225
     - Dell P/N AA360516

#### ADD A CAMERA BY ROOM SIZE

#### ADD A DELL DISPLAY

1. **55” Dell Large Format Display**
   - Dell P/N C5522QT

2. **65” Dell Large Format Display**
   - Dell P/N C6522QT

3. **75” Dell Large Format Display**
   - Dell P/N C7520QT

4. **85” Dell Large Format Display**
   - Dell P/N C8621QT

#### ADD CAMERA MOUNT

1. **Logitech TV Mount XL**
   - For Meetup
   - Logi P/N 939-001656
   - Dell P/N AA154341

2. **Logitech TV Mount for Video Bars**
   - Logi P/N 952-000041
   - Dell P/N AB489698

3. **Logitech Rally Mounting Kit**
   - Logi P/N 939-001644
   - Dell P/N AA360522
Once your bundle is built, don’t forget accessories and services:

5 ADD OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

- **Logitech Wall Mount for Video Bars**
  - Logi P/N 952-000044
  - Dell P/N AB489689

- **Logitech Rally Mic Pods**
  - Logi P/N 952-000038 (White, ceiling)
  - Dell P/N AB489717
  - Logi P/N 989-000430 (Graphite, table)
  - Dell P/N AA360517

- **Logitech Rally Mic Pod Mount**
  - Logi P/N 952-000020 (White)
  - Dell P/N AB489750
  - Logi P/N 952-000002 (Graphite)
  - Dell P/N AA946167

- **Logitech Rally Mic Pod Extension Cable 33 ft**
  - Logi P/N 952-000047
  - Dell P/N AB537583

- **Logitech MX Keys Combo for Business**
  - Logi P/N 920-010923
  - Dell P/N AC270983

6 ADD OPTIONAL SERVICES

- **1 Year Logitech Select Warranty (1 room)**
  - Logi P/N 994-000149
  - Dell P/N AB758751

- **2 Year Logitech Select Warranty (1 room)**
  - Logi P/N 994-000194
  - Dell P/N AB966059

- **3 Year Logitech Select Warranty (1 room)**
  - Logi P/N 994-000148
  - Dell P/N AB758068

- **4 Year Logitech Select Warranty (1 room)**
  - Logi P/N 994-000195
  - Dell P/N AB966060

- **5 Year Logitech Select Warranty (1 room)**
  - Logi P/N 994-000196
  - Dell P/N AB966061

**BENEFITS OF BUNDLING**

- Position a plug-and-play room solution to customers that integrates seamlessly with their video conferencing platform (Microsoft Teams or Zoom)
- Required Windows IoT operating system and image of video conferencing system arrives pre-installed
- Ensure customers have all the appropriate accessories and services needed to enhance their room solution
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